
Product Sheet: FAQ for RAPid Extract Studio

Frequently Asked Questions for  
RAPid Extract Studio for SAP

What is RAPid Extract Studio for SAP? 

 It is probably the world’s fastest way to extract data from SAP, starting in just two minutes.  
RAPid Extract Studio is Rosslyn Analytics’ second generation award-winning app that significantly 
reduces the time, effort and cost of manually extracting data. 

 Since we launched our first generation in 2012, RAPid Extract Studio has become one of the  
most popular tools to extract data from SAP. In three, basic steps, it lets you have SAP data  
in your hands, ready for preparation in our RAPid Big Data Cloud Analytics Platform which features 
self-service data integration, cleansing and enrichment tools all in one place.

What are a few key product features of RAPid Extract Studio?

Five important product features include:

a.  Integrated scheduling of automated data extractions

b. Conduct audit of data extractions

c. Industry standard encryption and security

 d. Use a library of pre-defined data extraction templates for FI, AP, AR, HR and more

e. Access to all SAP ERP tables including database views, pooled tables, and cluster tables

What are the main benefits of your new RAPid Extract Studio for SAP coupled  
with your RAPid Platform? 

There are a number of business benefits. Here are a handful: 

a. Significantly reduce time, cost and complexity of extracting and integrating SAP data 

b. Access any data, at any time, from SAP to support fast changing information needs 

c.  Accelerate analytics and data warehousing projects from many weeks to mere hours 

d.  Prepare data faster for visualization and analysis using our self-service data integration,  
cleansing and enrichment tools in the RAPid Big Data Cloud Analytics Platform

e.  Generate more return on investment from your existing SAP technology purchases  
by fully accessing and improving data quality and usage 

What is the price of RAPid Extract Studio for SAP? 

RAPid Extract Studio for SAP is free with a subscription to the RAPid Platform. With our platform, we 
provide you highly valuable self-service tools all in one place to expedite the integration, cleansing 
and enrichment of data for visualization and analysis. .  
 
These tools:

RAPid Extract Studio for SAP is probably the world’s fastest way to extract data from SAP.  
In three easy steps, you’ll be able to start to automatically start data in just two minutes

RAPid Drive is an online storage area for all data in the RAPid platform 

RAPid Schema Builder allows users to easily build and manage data schemas

Address Cleansing allows users to upload csv file of addresses for cleansing

RAPid Item Classification generates data-specific classification rules to index, search for  
and use data.

RAPid InTouch enables anyone to run end-user surveys and develop scorecards in minutes
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RAPid Spend Analytics – Free is a self-service tool that allows you to conduct line-tine analysis  
so you can u efficiently monitor and analyze sourcing opportunities

RAPid Virtual Development Environment is a personalized application development area 

What is the process of data extraction? 

RAPid Extract Studio requires a simple process to download, install and authenticate the agent.  
Extraction jobs on multiple instances in multiple locations are remotely and centrally created, 
defined and managed from the management console. The data is securely transferred from the 
Agent to the RAPid cloud platform using SSL encryption.

RAPid Extract Studio follows industry standard encryption and security techniques. There is  
a library of pre-defined data extraction templates for FI, AP, AR, HR etc. which has both public  
and private extraction templates.

Can extraction be managed remotely from the RAPid Extract Studio?

The extraction agent can be remotely managed from management console on RAPid.  
This management console not only helps in scheduling jobs but also shows status of existing 
jobs, per agent, completed jobs history (success, fail).

What exactly is the data that I can extract from SAP?

You are able to extract any data including transparent, cluster and pooled tables  
and related metadata. 

What is the format of data extracted?

The data is extracted to CSV format.

When I extract my data, where is it physically located? 

Your data is automatically and securely loaded into our RAPid Big Data Cloud Analytics  
Platform, which is powered by Microsoft Azure. This means your data is stored in secure data 
centers around the world, portioned by country and region. For example, data loaded into  
RAPid by UK/Europe-based employees stays in the European Union. Data loaded into RAPid  
by US-based employees stays in US-hosted data centers. 

In addition to the ISO27001 and 9001 standard, we also safeguard customer data by abiding  
with obligations of the Safe Harbor Framework. 

What assurance do I have that the data has been permanently removed  
from your system?

When we delete your data from our system, we will be providing a record that it has been deleted.  
For your information, we are ISO 27001 and 9001 certified. 

How much data can I extract using the app?

There is no limit to the amount of data the RAPid Extract Studio can extract. Any data extraction  
restrictions including speed and performance rest with your SAP system.

Can I extract data from any SAP system? 

RAPid Extract Studio enables you to quickly extract data from all SAP releases from 4.0B onwards.

Is my data secure during the extraction using your app?  
How secure is my data during the extraction? 

Your data and all communications between the agent and our cloud servers are secured using  
the latest industry encryption standards (SSL).
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US Office

10 South Riverside Plaza 
Suite #875 
Chicago, IL 
60606 
T +1 312 474 7780

info@rosslynanalytics.com  
www.rosslynanalytics.com

Rosslyn Analytics

Rosslyn Analytics (AIM: RDT), a London-headquartered global big data technology company,  
helps organizations create new business value from previously inaccessible data faster than  
traditional approaches to business intelligence.  

For more information including a demo, visit www.rosslynanalytics.com or @RosslynBI.

Our award-winning platform is used by a host of prestigious multinational names
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Can I use the application to just extract data or can I also prepare my data using  
your integration, cleansing and enrichment tools? 

Our RAPid Big Data Cloud Analytics Platform features self-service data integration, cleansing  
and enrichment tools all in one place. In three basic steps it lets you have SAP data in your  
hands, ready for data preparation. It allows both technical and business users to accurately  
and comprehensively integrate, cleanse and enrich SAP data for visualization and analysis  
outside of the SAP environment.

What kind of data cleansing and enrichment tools can I use to improve or enhance  
data loaded into the RAPid platform? 

Our platform provides a single destination of easy-to-use data quality tools such as: removing 
duplicate records; assessing and auto correcting addresses; classifying data on-the-fly;  
and, tagging data to other sources of information including credit scores, customer surveys.  
SAP environment.

How much data can I extract using the free trial? 

To show everyone how quick and easy it is to extract SAP data, we have made a free trial  
available with a limit of 1000 rows. Please contact us if you want to extract more than what  
is limited in the free trial. Email us at sales@rosslynanalytics.com.
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14  Learn More

To arrange a discovery call,  
contact us on +1 312 474 7780 
or email us at info@rosslynanalytics.com


